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microsoft office
professional plus is a

portable and affordable
version of the full-featured,
modern office experience

on windows. office
professional plus allows
you to create, edit, view,
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manage, and share your
word, excel, powerpoint,

and onenote files. plus, it's
easy to collaborate on

documents or
spreadsheets using

onedrive, share your files,
and publish your content

to the web. and since
office professional plus

includes the core apps you
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need to create, manage,
and share your work, you
can work on any computer

– including windows 10
and mac. microsoft excel is
a database management

system (dbms). excel gives
you a powerful and

comprehensive way to
keep and manage your
data, whether you're
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analyzing numbers,
tracking expenses, or

planning a budget. if you
use microsoft excel for
data analysis, you'll be
able to share your data

and collaborate with
others. with excel, you can

do this by creating,
analyzing, and sharing

your own data, using excel
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formulas and
visualizations. excel is also
used for spreadsheets and
statistical data analysis.

the microsoft outlook is a
personal information
manager (pim) for

windows, and can be used
to create and send emails,

view and manage
messages and contacts,
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and manage tasks. it also
allows you to manage
tasks, calendar events,

and appointments.
microsoft powerpoint is a
presentation program that
lets you create, edit, and
distribute presentations.
you can create and share

presentation files and
deliver presentations using
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the built-in speaker.
powerpoint can also be

used to create and
distribute animations,

infographics, documents,
and websites. 5ec8ef588b
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